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Europa Universalis IV, the award
winning grand strategy game that
started it all, is now in a new era:
the Age of Discovery. Lead your
nation into exploration, discover the
Americas and rediscover the
wonders of our world. THE FIFTH
EXPANSION FOR EU4. The greatest
country builder in history is back in a
new era! The full expansion pack,
including nation editor, dozens of
new features, and all three
downloadable content packs, costs
the same as a single packaged new
game. That's right. You get all the
updates to the original game, the
updates to the expansions and the
downloadable content as a single
purchase. The most dramatic
revolution in the history of Europa
Universalis was not caused by a
battle fought on the plains of Poland
or on the battlefields of France. It
was born deep in the forests and
jungles of the New World. El Dorado
is the name of a city of gold built in
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the middle of Mexico. At the height
of the Spanish conquests, the real
gold - the only one really worth
having - was discovered in the
forests of South America. Europe
had to find a way to get to those
lands. Thus, in the age of the
Discoveries, the thirst for gold
became a way to expand the
frontiers of the old continent. The
Europeans, led by the boldest and
most ambitious captains, such as
Cortés or the hardy Conquistadors,
crossed the oceans and set foot on
the new continent. In El Dorado, you
build your own destiny. You can
have a start on the map as any
nation from the Renaissance Era to
the early 20th Century - or even as
an independent world power. You
can build the biggest and most
powerful empire, or govern a single,
small principality. You can choose
your allies carefully, or sail to the
New World alone and forge a new
empire. Will your name live on in
history? - Build a country in a rich,
new world. - Discover the New
World. - Explore the New World in
single player and multiplayer. - Play
through 10 story campaigns and
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play as any of the 100+ playable
nations. - See your conquistador
conquer the New World - Build the
best navy the world has ever seen. Fight pirates, trade between
continents, and more! Features:
NEW NATION EDITOR! Learn more
about the creation of new nations.
There are 10 new national ideas and
6 custom nation ideas. With the
Expansion - Europa Universalis IV: El Dorado
Features Key:
New Capital - Which city of the New World will you build?
New Nation States - Unite the nations of the New World in your quest
for power!
New Resources - Discover diamond mines, vast silver & gold fields,
hallucinogenic “Coca-Li**ers” the like of which you have never seen
before
New Visibility - New technologies for espionage, and the wealth for
your own capital not to mention huge tax gains for your trading posts
New Customization - More portraits, body types and clothes than ever
before
Expanded Religion - Unlock many of the world's most unusual
religions, including the Ottoman Empire
Expanded Diplomacy - Extended diplomacy options for all politically
faction-neutral countries
Expanded Magic - Unravel the Path of Enlightenment, obtain new
magical skills and more unique relics
Expanded Faction Conflicts - How many of your own people are crazy
enough to have the Dervishes storm forth in a near-religious fervor, or
the nation of Samtor is so paranoid that they are ready to plunge into
violent revolution?
Expanded Naval War - Navies that are more flexible thanks to extra
upgrade levels and a new building - ship
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Expanding on the award winning
fourth entry in the series, Europa
Universalis IV: El Dorado continues
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the conquest of the Americas. A
deep set of options and aspects in a
host of new nations and cultures
allow you to recreate the Age of
Discovery in your favourite historical
setting. Countries can now be
commanded by your own monarchs,
as well as customizable iconography
and flags. A variety of new rewards
and penalties, new and changed
tech and trade technologies, new
naval units and missions, new
research ideas, and many more
features enhance the gameplay.
Customizable Nation Designer Create your own nation, with custom
ideas, monarchs and iconography.
Nahuatl, Inti and Mayan Religions –
3 religions that have been practiced
in the Americas. Sun Worship –
Follow and worship the sun god and
follow the ways of the Incan empire.
New Campaigns - Play as Spain,
Portugal or England in the Americas
to conquer huge areas of land. New
Technology and Ideas – Change the
way your country works, and how
your people live. New Naval Battle
Missions – Fight and explore the
Americas from the sea. Explorers
Can Now Go on Unknown Missions –
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Leave your ships to search for the
fabled Seven Cities of Gold. New
Technologies, New Trade Ideas and
Technologies – Use your New World
wealth to develop your economy
and keep up with the rest of the
world. New Features and Options for
Great Admiral Missions – Support
your great admirals with naval
missions. New and Changed Ideas
and Technologies – New ideas, ideas
and technologies that are now in
your world. Deep Diplomacy
Mechanics – Diplomacy with the
Pope to help complete your
conquest of the New World. Pirate
Combat on the high seas – Protect
your trade fleet from the raiders.
Legion Loyalists – Keep your
subjects loyal in the face of certain
rebellion. New Wares – Trade to
improve the lot of your subjects.
New Ideas – Use your land to win
over your people, or send your
armies and defend your territory.
Use Your Merchant Fleets – Trade to
improve your economy and expand
your influence. Mercenaries – The
smallest people of all can leave their
home to seek their fortune. Explore
the Lost City of Gold or Follow the
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Rumors of Discovery – Bring glory to
your ruler or gain fame by reaching
the centre of the world. Thousand
Year Rainfall on the Mexican Desert
– The New World can provide
bountiful opportunities, if you know
what to do d41b202975
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During the 20th Century the life
expectancy for most European was
at a record high average of 61
years. However, things started to
change as the new era of the
"Industrial Revolution" or "Industrial
Age" began in the early 20th
Century. The decades of the 20th
Century would be the most
successful period in the history of
the European continent. The world
witnessed its first ever World War
(1914-1918) that left millions of
soldiers and civilians dead. However,
it also created a technological
revolution that would change the
rest of the World. Some called it "the
new age of mankind". The advent of
the World Wide Web, the rise of air
travel and the invention of the
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automobile would cause the world to
change in ways that would be
impossible to describe. Europe
would lead the way in the change
that would come to the rest of the
World. Under the rule of Alfred the
Great and by the end of the 9th
Century, the nation would fully
embrace the "Holy Roman Empire"
by developing its economy and its
military, which would most notably
be of the early modern technologies.
"Holy Roman Empire" would serve
as a model of the multi-national
nation-states and its success set the
foundation for the modern European
world. With the nation being at the
pinnacle of its power, world peace
became a reality during the age, as
the geopolitical strife was leading to
a break down of the "Holy Roman
Empire". Most of the members of the
empire were split into a lot of
smaller states by the end of the
10th Century. To fight against this
uncertainty, Charlemagne formed a
new empire, The Holy Roman
Empire, also known as "The Empire
of the Holy Roman Empire", which
united Germany, Italy, France, the
Low Countries, Austria, Hungary,
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Bohemia, Poland, and other states
with capitals in Vienna, Prague, or
Budapest. The empire lasted from
the 8th to the 19th Century. It was
in the 14th Century that changes in
the climate of Europe began to
occur. During the "Black Death" or
"Plague", Europe suffered through
the worst pandemic in the last 1,000
years. Some scholars believe that it
was this mass death of the European
population that led to a slow rise of
the nation states as they struggled
to establish themselves. The end of
the 14th Century gave way to the
"Renaissance" era of the "Scientific
Revolution" which saw the invention
and use of many new technologies
such
What's new:
The land of El Dorado. The objective of
the colony is to settle populations in El
Dorado, which is located in its very
eastern part, and in the regions
surrounding it. The country of El
Dorado is an exotic, Eden-like land. Its
northern expanses of flat plains, its
southern forests, the pristine beaches
of its eastern shores - a land unlike any
other in the New World. And at the
heart of the country lives a tribe of
pristine natives - half-breeds that
eventually lead to many members of
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the commonwealth holding Californian
citizenship. El Dorado also has a
strategic location, where the eastern
and western Atlantic oceans meet. The
land is blessed with sufficient mineral
resources to fuel the metropolis'
growth, and to finance its wars. The
nation has a strong naval force, since
its trade routes and that of its
conquerors are mostly located between
its coasts. Genet Herder's guide to El
Dorado: El Dorado (14,000-15,000 euro)
El Dorado is populated by a nonHispanic, mixed-raced population,
consisting of half-indians, Spaniards
and Spain-cubans. The push towards El
Dorado can be increased by building a
province in the region of "Pananque" or
in: The Spanish Main. The Spanish and
Portugeuese explorers first noticed the
island of Hispaniola in 1492. The land
was so fertile that they considered it to
be a new country, a "New El Dorado". In
this way, territories that were
discovered and colonized by the
Spaniards were christened after the
country they belonged to. Although it is
unclear whether the other islands were
also named after the country, the point
is: they are located in said country's
alleged ‘ocean', suggesting that one
way to colonize the country is to
conquer the ocean. Other ways to
expand to El Dorado are: Puerto Rico.
Getting there: Puerto Rico is the
westernmost European colony in North
America. To reach the island, build a
trade relationship with any colonial
power (e.g. Caribbean, Italian,
Hungarian) in the region or with native
American population that is located in
the southern part of your trade
network. Another possibility is to have
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colonies and trade routes in the region
of Herrera Jibon. To get there, build a
trade relationship with the Republic of
Lacrarea or with the
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